
Compare the Suns of the Spiritual and Natural Worlds | Joshua 10

The Writings for the New Church tell us that the increased light Joshua received to fight against 
Israel’s enemies was from the sun of the spiritual world. Just as the sun of the natural world is 
essential for all life on earth, the sun of the spiritual world is essential for our spiritual lives and 
helps us fight our spiritual enemies.   

Read the list of sun qualities of light below. Decide whether each describes a characteristic of  
the spiritual sun, or the natural sun. Draw a line from the statement to the picture of the natural 
or the spiritual sun. Check your answers on the next page. 

Is the source of energy for all things on earth. 

The celestial angels see it in the east. 

It is so big it would take a million earths to fill it. 

The Lord is in it. 

Its heat and light are the Lord’s love and truth. 

Its heat and light enable all things on earth to grow. 

Is always visible. 

Light from this sun helps us see what is true and good. 

Is at the center of our solar system. 

Appears to rise and set. 

Spiritual Sun 

Natural Sun 
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Answer Sheet 

Spiritual Sun 

Natural Sun 

Is the source of energy for all things on earth. 

Celestial angels see it in the east. 

It is so big it would take a million earths to fill it. 

The Lord is in it. 

Its heat and light are the Lord’s love and truth. 

Its heat and light enable all things on earth to grow. 

Is always visible. 

Light from this sun helps us see what is true and good. 

Is at the center of our solar system. 

Appears to rise and set. 
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